In this paper, we present improvements to recursive bisection based placement. In contrast to prior work, our horizontal cut lines are not restricted to row boundaies; t h~s avoids a 'harrow region" problem. To support these new cut line positions, a dynamic programming based legalization algorithm has been developed. The combination of these has improved the stability and lowered the wire lengths produced by our Feng Shui placement tool.
INTRQDZJCTION
Advancing fabrication pxmsses has enabled an. explosion in, the number of logic gates &'typical" designs, resultingin an:industry need for placement meWs:that can handle millions.of'movabie: objects. At the.sametime, design cycle times have stirunk, timeto-market pressure4hpDa premium on speed for design tools.
While increased capacity and speed are desired, we also wish to avoid sacrificing quality. The work presented improves the quality of results obtained by a fast placement approach. We use a traditional formulation, but relax one common assumption.
Our primaty contributions are the development of a fractional cut approach, and a complementary legalization algorithm. In recursive bisection, horizontal cut lines are normally aligned with cell row boundaries-this places a number of constraints on the partitioning engine. Legalization for bisection based approaches is usually trivial; new horizontal cut positions require a more sophisticated approach. We take advantage of the uniform distribution of cell area that results from our bisection based approach, and develop a legalization method that is efficient and effective.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first briefly survey prior placement methods. We next describe our fractional cut approach, and provide an explanation of how we legalize placements. Experimental results show the dramatic improvement in wire length OUI methods have produced. We conclude the paper with a summary of current and future work.
PRIOR WORK
Placement is a well studied area of physical design. We focus on standard cell placement here. and briefly survey the three major approaches to the problem-simulated annealing, analytic placement. and partitioning based placement. Most partitioningbased placement methods follow the approach
IMPROVED RECURSIVE BISECTION
An overview of our placement tool, Feng Shui 2.0, is shown in Figure 1 . In most respects, our approach is similar to traditional recursive bisection placement tools. Starting from an initial net list and placement area, a partitioning algorithm is used to divide the net list, while cut lines are used to split the placement area. The direction of cut lines in our approach is determined by an aspect ratio parameter [l8] . In addition to traditional partitioning with hMeris, we also use large-scale k-way partitioning by iterative deletionll71 to obtain initial terminal propagation information.
Fractional Cuts
Traditionally, horizontal cuts are made along cell row boundaries; in [41, the authors note "a straight-line cut perpendicular to rows can take a much larger set of locations, while straighr-line cuts parallel to mws can effectively be only between mws." We challenge this common assumption in this paper.
The motivation for restricting horizontal cuts to row boundaries is obvious: row assignments for each cell can be determined easily. Relative horizontal positions of cells can be found by simply comparing the X coordinates of the cells in any given row.
While this restriction simplifies many things, it introduced a "narrow region problem'' that was a source of instability for an earlier 9t.n I
Legalization
Obviously, if our bisection process does not align cuts with row boundaies, it cannot be used to assign cells to rows. To obtain a legal placement, cells must he shifted to cell rows. and overlaps must he removed. The approach described here introduces relatively small amounts of movement per cell; the cells are uniformly distributed across the placement area, ensuring that there is sufficient space nearby for legalization. The motion of cells from non-legal positions to legal positions is shown in Figure 3 . Our approach operates on a row-by-row basis, and is as follows version of our tool, Feng Shui 1.5. Figure 2 illustrates the problem: we have two regions that each span two cell rows. The width of each region is 5 units; the cells to he assigned to each region have widths of 4.4, and 2 respectively. If we cut the regions horizontally, no partitioning solution exists that meets the area constraints of the rows. In the earlier versions of our placement tool, the narrow region problem could result in unbalanced partitioning results, and also unbalanced row lengths.
To avoid this problem. the placement tool Capo partitions horizontally if there are fewer than 15 cells per row in a region. Capo also uses the additional whte space found in most designs to increase partitioning tolerance, improving the chance that an acceptable solution exists. The aspecr rario used in Feng Shui 1.5, along with the cell widths and spacings found in the MCNC benchmarks, allowed the problem to be avoided. For more recent benchmarks. the simple "row packing" approach used by default in Feng Shui 1.S produces pathological behavior, with row lengths varying substantially. Between versions 1.5 and 2.0, many legalization methods were explored we present the most effective method here.
This problem motivated our consideration of alternate horizontal cut positions. Allowing a region to occupy a fraction of a row (a "fractional cut") provided greater tolerance in partitioning.
top-most row. Aset of candidare cells (those withthe highest Y coordinates) is considered for each row; the total area of the candidate cells exceeds the desired row capacity. A subset of the candidate cells is selected for assignment to a row such that we minimize the assignment cost for the row. If a cell is assigned to the row, the cost is the square of the distance between the non-legal and legal positions. If a cell is deferred to a subsequent row, the cost is the square of the distance to the next row. Deferred candidate cells become candidates for subsequent rows; processing continues until all cells have been assigned to a row. After row assignment, the cells in each row are sorted by their preferred X coordinate, and are packed without additional space from left to right.
Wlule it might appear that the selection of cells would be computationally intractable, OUT method is in fact quite efficient. Candidate cells are first sorted by increasing X coordinate, and the order of cells assigned in a row is constrained by this sequence.
We refer to the candidate cells as Co,C,, ... C,, and use the notation < {assigned},{deferred} > to indicate the sets of cells that are either assigned to the row in question, or deferred for later consideration. For simplicity, aSsume that the cells are of uniform width.
Initially, we have < {}, {} >, or no cells assigned or deferred.
By considering cell CO, we obtain two possible parlial solutions, < {CO},{} >,and < {},{CO} > (each withdifferent costs). When considering cell C1, we obtain new partial solutions < {CoC,}, {} >, < {Co},{Ci} >, < {Ci},{Co} >, and < {},{COCI} >. A bruteforce approach to the problem would generate an exponential number of partial solutions; observe, however, that < {Co},{Cl} > and < {Cl},{Co} > both consume the same amount of space in the row. As assignment cost is dependent only on the distance between legal and non-legal postions. and the "right b o u n w of the two partial solutions is identical, the optimal solution for the remainder of the cells is independent of which of CO or CI is selected.
Elimination of partial solutions with high cost reduces the number of cases that must he considered. In most designs, there are a small number of legal cell positions. If there are p possible cell locations, and c cells considered for assignment, dynamic programming provides a solution to the problem in O ( p x c ) . Under the constraint that the order of the cells is not changed, this solution is optimal. We would recommend [8] as a good reference for dynamic programming methods.
After legalization, we apply branch-and-bound reordering on both single and multiple rows. Feng Shui 2.0 also supports cell mirroring and space insertion; both are essential for improving routahility. Due to space constraints, we do not discuss these here. by their X coordinate. While this approach worked well for the cell sizes and spacings found withMCNCbenchmarks, the performance here is poor. We use this configuration to emphasize that run times are not dominated by the dynamic programming legalization step.
ter wire length minimization; the placement tools are run in default configurations, and without any sort of timing, congestion, or For these experiments, the optimization objective is half perimeroutability optimization. Run times listed are in seconds; we only list times for experiments that were performed on our research machines, identical Dell 340 PCs with 2.4ghz Pentium IV processors, running a Debian release of Linux. Average results over five runs are shown in Table 1 . We include the ratio of wire lengths and run times to aid in comparison.
IBM Benchmarks
The use of fractional cut lines provides an improvement of roughly 4%; the use of dynamic programming legalization avoids pathological behavior. Estimated wire lengths from all three versions of Fens Shui are nearly identical until the last stages ofbisection, and even then, there are only modest differences. Run times are shown only for Feng Shui, Capo, and Dragon; experimental results for the other tools were provided by Prof. Igor Markov.
Feng Shui 2.0 obtains wire lengths that are on average 10% better than Capo 86; we note that Capo is significantly faster. Dragon 2.23 outperforms our tool on most benchmarks. but on average, the wire lengths are less than 3% better, while run times are !hree to four times higher. Our new tool also outperforms KrafMierk and mPL 2.0 by a wide margin.
PEKO Benchmarks
The PEK0 [7] ("Placement Examples with Known Optimal") benchmarks are synthetic; net degree parameters are extracted from real circuits, which can then be used to create arbitrarily large placement problems that are statistically similar to real circuits. The circuits were constructed with a known optimal configuration. We add our results to those reported in [I] in Table 2 . Note that in this table, Dragon 2.20 was used the more recent 2.23 version improves on these results. On average, our placement tool outperforms all other tools except for mPL. Again, the cell shape and row spacing cause pathological behavior in Feng Shui 1.5, when using the simplest legalization procedure. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have introduced a "fractional cut" approach and a complementary legalization algorithm. Allowing arbitrary positions for horizontal cuts has improved wire lengths by 4%.
Our placement tool obtains half perimeter wire lengths 10% percent better than Capo, and comparable to the annealing based tool Dragon on the IBM benchmark circuits. Wire lengths for the synthetically generated PEKO benchmarks are on average better than Dragon 2.20, Krafmerk, Capo 8.6; only mPL has better wire lengths than our tool. Many techniques presented here may he useful to other tools; Capo and Dragon might benefit by adopting OUI cut line strategy, while Krafmerk might benefit from our legalization algorithm.
Our current work is to further improve the wire lengths and the run times of our tool; we are also actively working on circuit routing and on methods to optimize mutability during placement. Feng Shui 2.0 is freely available through our research group web site, and also through the GSRC Bookshelf (http://www.gigascale.org).
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